HANDLING LIGHTNESS
Solero light 9.072
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• ERGONOMICALLY FORMED COMFORT PUSH BAR
• CLIENT WEIGHT UP TO 160 KG

to transport
May be used
or vehicles
people in mot
76-19
ing to ISO 71
Tested accord

Fields of 
application
●● Geriatric care in retirement
and nursing homes as well
as at home
●● For physical handicaps that
require a supportive sitting
position
●● Well-suited to mobilize
self-drivers
●● Client weight 130 to
160 kg

ADJUSTMENT

OPERATION

ACCESSORIES

●● New frame construction
for more functionality

●● Pressure brake, optional
drum brake

●● Multifunction rail for at-

●● All auxiliary drives can be
mounted

●● Gentle reclining and sitting
through gas pressure spring
technology

●● Abduction wedge

●● Compact and low seat
height

●● Handrim coating

●● Variable seat depth adjustment

●● Safety belt

●● Optimization of center of
gravity for more safety
●● Seat and back cushions
are easy to remove (Velcro
fasteners)

●● Cane holder
●● Reflectors

●● Simplified adjustments

●● Variable seat width

●● Spoke guard

●● Ideal shifting of center of
gravity when tilting

●● Height, depth and angle
adjustable headrest

●● Support castors with pedal

●● Arm supports height adjustable and detachable with
memory function

●● Therapy table

●● Armrest depth adjustable
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taching pelottes, oxygen,
infusion pole, etc.

●● Leg supports angle adjustable and lockable, swingaway and detachable

cap
●● Side cushions (reduce seat

width by 5cm)

Convenient, excellent handling 
and adaptation in every respect

0 KG

Head rest
height, depth and angle
adjustable

T UP TO 16
NT WEIGH

CLIE

Back, ergonomical
and steplessly height adjustable

Seat depth adjustment
40 up to 48 cm

Arm rests
height and width adjustable,
removable

Ergonomically formed
push bar
(Option)

MULTIFUNCTION WHEELCHAIRS

Living together.
With the low seat height, slightly forward seat angle and the removable leg supports the Solero makes active sitting possible in an
upright position and thus enhances the individual mobility and integration into social and corporate life. The quality of life is to be
increased.

Seat tilt/tilt-in-space
from 5° to -25°

Drum brake for
attendant (option)

Seat width
43 up to 46 cm
48 up to 51 cm

Back rest angle
from 0 up to + 31°

Elevating leg rests
lockable, swivel-away and
removable

Extra width
Calf cushion

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de

Trunk supports
width, height and
depth adjustable
(Option)
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HANDLING LIGHTNESS
Solero light 9.072

SW + 19 cm*

Very narrow total width.
Advantageous for narrow
doorways or tight spaces

Arm support upholstered,
depth adjustable

NO PANIC!

Safety anti-tip castors with
adjustable height adjustment

PUSHING WITHOUT BACK PAIN

Novelty

Solero puts you gently and
safely into any position.
The especially easy adjustments relieve the client
and attendants. This saves
strength for more intensive
care.

Foot pedal and special gas
schock absorbers ensure
especially gentle tilting - with
minimal effort.
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Side element with stepless height adjustment and
memory function

The new ergonomically formed push bar makes for easier e.g.
pushing in a tilted position and makes the most varied gripping
positions possible

